Initialised Eigenlip Estimator for Fast Lip Tracking Using Linear Regression
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Abstract

Active shape models (ASM) have proved to be tradition
ally very good at providing a model for the deformation of
lip contours and in tum provide an accurate way of tracking

Multimodal speech processing in which visual facialfea

[5].

tures are jointly processed with audio features is a rapidly

a speakers lips

advancing field. Lip movements and configurations provide

a priori knowledge about typical deformation of lips from a

useful information to improve speech and speaker recogni

training set of labeled lips and are able to be used effectively

ASMs have the advantage of providing

tion. However the use of this visual information requires

with gray scale images negating any problems with colour

accurate and fast lip tracking algorithms. A new technique

constancy. They are also able to model the high order statis

is outlined that is able to estimate the outer lip contour di

tics of lip shape and intensity through an effective eigen de

rectly from a given /ip intensity image via linear regression.

composition based on principal component analysis (PCA).

This estimate can be improved by a active shape model that

Previous implementations of ASMs have required compu

is able to track a speakers /ips without requiring time con

tationally expensive algorithms to minimise a cost function

suming iterative energy minimization techniques. Results

due to problems with inaccurate initial lip shape estimates.

of performance are presented against known tracking algo

Our work has refined this technique to first gain an accurate

rithms using the M2VTS database.

initial estimate of the outer lip contour directly from a given
lip intensity image via linear regression. Using this esti

mate we demonstrate it is possible to gain an accurate lip
contour expediently by taking profiles around the estimated

1. Introduction

lip contour updating the ASM only once.
The tracking of lips in image sequences is a challenging
problem in object recognition due to the lack of dominant

2. Principal Component Analysis

image features defining the lip contours. Snakes

[8], cllIo
matic thresholding [11] and chromatic texture modelling [4]

The techniques outlined in this paper rely heavily on

have been used to some success for lip tracking.
Snakes

PCA to extract features from different feature spaces as well

[8] are effective in the lip tracking process but are

as providing a method for mapping from one feature space

quite computationally expensive as they require many itera

to another. So not to confuse between the different feature

tions to fit the lip contour properly. Chromatic features can

spaces being used a generalised nomenclature for PCA shall

also be used to segment a speakers lips from the primarily

be defined. Generally a feature space (eg. lip intensity im

skin background. These techniques have the advantage of

age features, lip contour features and lip intensity profiles

being fast as they are simply pixel based and don't require
any syntactic information to restrict the lip shape.

normal to the contour) can be approximated by,

How

ever, using colour as a feature has several problems. Firstly,
the colour representation of a person obtained by a camera
is influenced by ambient light and background. Secondly,

y

different cameras produce significantly different colour val

y is

�y+Pb

(1)

the mean of the training feature vectors, P the

ues, even for the same person under the same lighting con

where

dition

matrix of the Hrst few column eigenvectors of the covari

[12]. These variabilities make lip tracking through

chromatic features problematic.
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ance matrix which correspond to the largest eigenvalues and
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b a vector containing the weights for each eigenvector. The
vector b can be used

using PCA so as to extract the principal modes of inten

a compact and decorrelated approx

sity variation resulting in a feature vector of weights bi as

imate representation of the original vector y in which the

modeled in Equation I. These modes of variation can be at

main modes of variation have been preserved.

tributed to a number of characteristics such as lighting and

as

more importantly lip shape.

3. EigenJips

3.1.

Eigenlips were tirst presented by Bregler and Konig

ll]

Each image in the training set of

in which cropped lip images were decomposed using PCA
n

so as to extract the principal modes of contour shape varia

princi

tion resulting in the feature vector of weights bs as modeled

pal components of a gray-level matrix centered and scaled
around the lips and is an extension of the
first developed in

[10]

Eigenfaces

105 cropped lip images

had the outer labial lip contour labeled. PCA was performed

into lower dimensional subspace for the purposes of speech
recognition. The term Eigenlips refers to the first

Eigencontour

in Equation 1.

work

which dealt with cropped intensity

3.2. Using linear regression to estimate
Eigencontour

images of the face.
Bregler and Konig [I) demonstrated that the lip ROI in
tensity image has important lip information contained in
it. They showed that since the window around the lip Raj

We use linear regression method because of its simplic

doesn't deform with the lips, the principle modes of varia

ity for the problem of lip shape estimation. Consider the

tion are mainly attributed to lighting, skin shade and shape

feature vectors taken from the Eigenlip decomposition bi

variations. In their experiments they demonstrated that the

of the lip RaI from a set of test images as the concatenated

Eigenlip features used directly in lip reading applications

matrix

VI.

Next consider the feature vectors created from

PCA analysis on the manually fitted lip contours bs of the

performed well but were highly affected by lighting differ

same set of test images as the concatenated matrix Vs. To

ences and never quite out performed a contour model of the

get an estimate of lip shape from the given lip intensity im

lips.

age we can calculate the matrix

Instead of using the lip intensity image directly our work

regression between

has concentrated on a variant by trying to use the lip in

and

M that realizes the linear

Vs [3].

Finally for every new

lip ROI the Eigenlip decomposition feature vector bi can be

tensity image to directly estimate the outer lip contour. In

multiplied by the regression matrix M to obtain an estimate

our technique the scale of the face and thus to a certain ex

of the lip shape bs for that speaker.

tent the lips is known a priori due to the speakers eyes be

This technique works well with the linear regression ma

ing tracked a priori. For a input image at any given scale

trix able to estimate the shape and position of a speakers lips

the face and eye locations for a speaker are found using

to within a couple of pixels for the majority of lip shapes.

a standardised tracking algorithm employing a probabilis
tic eigen-template matching technique as described in

VI

Some results can be seen in Figure l.

(6).

The technique tracks objects based on a number of two

These images were part of a testing database separate to

dimensional convolution operations which can be computed

the training database used to create the linear regression ma

efficiently using a radix-2 based FFT thus lending it well

trix M. In Figure 1 (a)-(d) the contours track the lip particu

for real time application. Using the distance between the

larly well with the correct placement of a contour around the

eyes as a reference of scale the face is cropped and re-scaled

speakers lips to within a few pixels of the actual lip contour.

to a specific size. Using the same technique employed for

Images (e)-(i) highlight some problems with the technique

the face and eye tracking the lip region of interest (ROI)

as the contours although giving a rough estimate of the lip

is found by searching the lower half of the face RaJ using

shape don't fit the actual lip contour properly. Images (h)
and (i) were actually taken from our own database to test

Eigenlip template matching.

the technique on different speakers under different lighting

A random set of images taken from the M2VTS
database [7] using

105 images taken across 35 speakers with

conditions not available in the

3 shots of each individual speaker was used as our train
ing set. For each of the 105 test inlages the re-scaled lip
the

3.3.

M2VTS database.

Refining the lip estimate

RaJ's were found for training. PCA was performed on the
set of lip training images with each image being statistically
normalised before hand as recommended in

The results of the regression process demonstrated that

[6, 9].

the technique had some merit but needed refinement to im

The localised M by M lip (ROI) can be expressed as a

prove the estimated contour. As with the ASMs used in

[5]

l'vf2 vector i. Any lip intensity image i, where i contains the

grayscale profiles normal to the lip contour were used to

intensity information of the lips, can then be decomposed

refine the initial lip shape estimate provided by the linear
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4. Comparison of algorithms
An inherent problem with lip tracking is in getting an
accurate measure of how well a given algorithm tracks a
speakers lips. Luettin [5] has recently proposed that an ac
curate measure of the qual ity of a lip tracking algorithm is
indicative of how well it perfonns in a given lip reading ap
plication (ie. the recognition of visemes or words). To this
end we have constructed a s imple isolated word recognition
test using just visual lip features so as to gauge the effec
tiveness of our system.
A hidden markov model (HMM) was trained for ten
French digits uttered in the M2VTS database. Six speak
ers were used in the testing and training phases with each
speaker ut tering the digits on four separate occasions. Due
to the small size of the training/testing set recognition tests
were perfonned using the 'leave-one-out' method ie. Five
subjects used for training and one for testing. The whole
procedure was repeated six times. The actual word recogni
tion system was made very simple so as to gauge the effec
tiveness of the lip features and not the recognition system
itself. A left to right single mixture 5 state HMM was used
for the word models.
Table 1 summarises the results for our digit recognition
experiments. The system first accepted speech features (ie.
12 mel-cepstrum coefficients for every 40 ms frame) so as
to check effectiveness of the HMM framework in the given
d ig it recognition task and to give a optimal lower bench
mark for the results. Visual features were then used to check
the effectiveness of our algorithm. Using just the Eigenlip
features gave poor accuracy rates. The mapped Eigenlip
features into Eigencontour space through linear regression
gave a marked improv eme nt in accu racy. Finally the im
proved Eigencontour using profiles gave a further improve
ment in recognition. For completeness we compared these
results against other tracking algorithms namely the chro
matic thresholding technique by Wark and Sridharan [11]
and the chromatic B-splines technique by Sanchez, Matas
and Kittler [8]. These algorithms were used as they were
freely available for comparison on the M2VTS database
and provided contour information for the outer labial con
tour like our algorithm. As can be seen in Table 1 our final
Eigencontour out perfonns both those algorithms by a clear
margin.

Figure 1. Example of lip contour estimates
found via linear regression (note (h) and (i)
were taken under different lighting conditions).

Figure 2. Intensity profiles taken around con
tour of lips.

regression step. This is an essential step as the linear re
gression estimate needs to be refined so as to be accurately
placed and defonned to the speakers lips. We sample one
dimensional intensity profiles perpendicular to the contour
at each model point and for each training image as can be
demonstrated in Figure 2. The profiles of all model points
of a training image are concatenated to fonn a global profile
vector g. The principal modes of intensity variation nonnal
to the contour were then obtained using PCA resulting in the
feature vector of weights bg. This intensity model is used
to search profiles taken from the lip estimate to find the best
lip contour match along the profile. The best match was
found using a probabilistic approach where the distance in
feature space and di stanc e from feature space metrics were
combined to create an accurate similarity measure [6]. A
thorough rundown of this technique can be found in Coates,
Taylor and Haslam [2].

5. Conclusions
The mapping from Eigenlip intensity space to Eigencon
tour space was able to improve word recog nition results
over the intensity features through a simple linear trans
fonnation. This linear transfonnation can be viewed as an
emphasizing filter that is able to emphasize aspects of the
int en sity feature space (eg. outer labial contour) that ai d
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Features

Recoanition (%1
0

mel cepstral*
Eigenlip bi

48.94

estimated Eigencontour
via linear reQression bs

59.22

improved Eigencontour
using profiles bs

65.23

Wark and Sridharan [12J
RIG ThreshholdinQ
Sanchez, Matas and Kittler [9J

54.34

8-splines

48.09

Table 1. lip reading results where both static
and delta features were used in all tests (note
* used speech features for testing word recog
nition engine) .

Figure 3. Demonstration of lip tracking process
with the initial tracking ( a ) then estimate of
lip shape through linear regression ( b ) finally
updating estimate with gray scale profiles ( c ) .
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